
Rental Associate

Rental associates are responsible for operating one of our 4
rental locations across Door County. You are constantly
interacting with the general public facilitating their on water
experiences requiring physical fitness and excellent customer
service.  If you want a physically demanding, fast paced job
where you get to work outside then this is for you!

Job Description

- Open up rental locations, always adhere to all COVID-19 safety precautions,
assess weather to make judgement call on feasibility of kayak and paddleboard
rentals, greet customers and explain PKC kayaking options around the
peninsula, take payment information and make sure guests fill out the
corresponding paperwork, fit them with PFD (personal flotation device), give
paddle orientation covering technique and safety, give detailed explanation of
safe and popular kayaking routes complete with points of interest, help guests
load by stabilizing kayak, monitor guests while on the water to ensure safety,
help unload guests and put gear aside to sanitize, clean and lock up all gear at
the end of the day.

- We are the highest rated tour company in the county, and we strive to treat our
employees as well as our guests.  We are an educated, experienced staff that
are professional but also relaxed.  We believe in maintaining an environmentally
focused conscience, and as stewards of the land it’s imperative we pass that
sentiment on to all our guests.

Starting Wage

- $13 an hour + end of the season bonus

Season

- Our season extends from Memorial Day to September 15. We ask all new hires
how late into the season you’ll be able to work. The end of the season bonus is
contingent upon you staying until your agreed upon completion date.



- All rental associates are welcome to attend our guide training in May. (Dates yet
to be determined) Rental location training will be done on the job at our various
locations.

Requirments

- Basic computer literacy.
- Lift 50 lbs.
- Spend long hours on your feet.

Benefits

More Information
- Our website - https://peninsulakayakcompany.com
- Any other questions email us at kayakdoor@gmail.com or call (920) 918 - 4314.

Training

- Get paid to be outside!
- Free tours and rentals for friends and family!
- End of the season bonus.
- Flexible scheduling for employees with 2nd jobs.
- Great exercise and plenty of sun!
- Prodeals for great discounts on all kinds of outdoor gear.
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